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This event will give you the opportunity to show your support
for Parkinson Alberta and sample some amazing wine and food.
In addition to a silent auction, the “Sip, Sample & Support” will also
be hosting Pierre Lamielle from Top Chef Canada.
Tickets are available online and
at PA Calgary Office, 403-243-9901.

PERSPECTIVE
JUNE 7, 2014 EDMONTON, AVENUE THEATRE
We are pleased to host another unique event for Parkinson Alberta. “Perspective” is a variety night
in support of Parkinson Alberta will be held at the Avenue Theatre.
This event will highlight some amazing up and coming talent from the Edmonton Arts Community.
Tickets will be available online and at PA Edmonton Office, 780-425-6400.
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Parkinson Alberta helps make every day better for Albertans affected by
Parkinson disease (PD). We provide support services, education, advocacy
and funds for research.

Who Are We?

Parkinson Pulse is a quarterly publication of Parkinson Alberta. It is available free
of charge to people living with Parkinson disease, their supporters, community
health partners, and researchers.
We welcome your comments, suggestions and questions. Email us at 
communications@parkinsonalberta.ca; phone us toll free at 1-800-561-1911;
or mail to Parkinson Pulse at 102, 5636 Burbank Cres SE, Calgary AB, T2H 1Z6.
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WELCOME MESSAGE

From the Desk of

the ceo
We are an organization on a mission. Ask any staff or
board member why we do what we do and they will
confidently tell you it’s because we want to do more
for people living with Parkinson disease. We want to
be a leader in building a continuum of service model
that assists people as they navigate through a complex
system and ensure they receive the support they
require in their journey with Parkinson disease. We have
done well; sometimes it’s hard to believe how well
given the tough economic climate, tight budgets, and
political upheavals. Yet, in six years Parkinson Alberta
has become a leader in our province and country
when it comes to PD support, services and education.
Though we certainly won’t rest on our laurels – there is
still so much more we want to do, we need to do.
We have come a long way, and as I considered how far
a thought occurred to me. Oftentimes we are so busy
moving forward we forget to stop and take a moment
to look back and see how far we’ve come. And, to
recognize the hard work and dedication that has
helped us get to where we are.
I sometimes wonder if many people truly understand
how much work Parkinson Alberta staff and board
members do to ensure that Albertans affected by
Parkinson disease have the support they need to live
better with PD both now and in the future.
Let me shed some light. We have seventeen staff
throughout the province, some full time and some part
time. Some work in multi-person offices and others
work on their own. Some readers may be unaware
that our staff members working in regional offices
provide client services as well as serving as the fund
development, event and volunteer coordinators, and
administration in their region. We have a very multifaceted organization meaning on any given day our
jobs and priorities can change based on the need at
any given moment and we try our best to manage our
time to get the job done.
I see on a daily basis the effect and impact their hard
work and effort has not only on Parkinson Alberta, but on
them as individuals. They are an extraordinary group of
people who keep challenging themselves to do more.
3
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This leads me into the next group of people within
Parkinson Alberta who continue to challenge
themselves – Parkinson Alberta's board of directors.
The fifteen individuals who make up our board are
volunteers from all corners of the province who believe
in our commitment to the people of Alberta who are
affected by Parkinson’s. They commit their time and
energy to develop strategic plans that ensure we are
on the right path with a set of visions and values that
allow for quality support, services and education,
a commitment to advocacy, and raising funds for
research. They sit on various committees, travel to all
corners of our province to make certain everyone’s
voice is heard and make sure the organization is
prepared to meet challenges head on.
As CEO I am grateful for each and every one of the staff
and board members of Parkinson Alberta. This remarkable
team strives each and every day to make a difference. We
all firmly believe Parkinson Alberta’s role in the community
is very important, and our work with individuals and
families living with Parkinson’s will always be evolving so
no one has to face their journey alone.
Last but not least I want to take a moment to recognize you,
the people whose lives have been touched by Parkinson
disease. Whether you have PD, are caring for someone with
PD, or care about someone who has PD; you have been
instrumental in our growth and development. You are the
faces of Parkinson disease in Alberta; you are the agents of
change in your communities.
Parkinson Alberta is for you. We will continue to
listen, we will continue to expand and develop new
programs, we will continue to raise more funds for
research and service delivery, we will continue to build
bridges within the medical community and research
institutions, and we will continue to be there for you.
Together we will continue to make a difference in the
lives of Albertans affected by Parkinson disease.

FUND DEVELOPMENT

A Gift of Hope

FOR TODAY & TOMORROW
Parkinson Alberta has revitalized and reintroduced a very
important fund development program for 2014 – Planned Giving.

P

lanned Giving means different things to
different people but essentially it is an atypical
gift to a charitable organization that provides
needed support but also often has significant benefits to the donor. Planned Giving can be seen as a
difficult process but in reality with some discussions
with a financial advisor and some pre-planning the
process is not nearly as mysterious as many make it
out to be.
Planned Giving is also a process that everyone should
consider no matter what their circumstances. The
benefits to the donor and charitable organization can
be significant.
One of the benefits to the donor is that Canadian tax
laws, (subject to certain limits), permit an individual to
deduct the fair market value of gifts made during the
individual’s lifetime or deduct a bequest through a will
to a registered charitable organization.
As mentioned previously, Planned Giving means
different things to different people; but did you know
how a Planned Gift is made to an organization can be
just as varied? Some of the different forms of Planned
Giving include:

Charitable Bequests
A charitable bequest is a gift by will and can be a legacy
to those who have shared in, and enriched your life.

Gifts of Securities
A gift of securities provides an innovative and creative
way to make a charitable gift. Listed securities include
stocks, bonds, bills, warrants, and mutual funds. A
charitable receipt is issued for the fair market value of
the gift and the donor also benefits from a no capital
gains inclusion rate.

Life Insurance
You can make a significant gift with your life insurance
policy – either signing over an existing policy
or purchasing a new policy naming a charitable
organization as beneficiary.

Gifts of Registered Assets
Making a gift of your retirement savings plan, RRSP’s
or RRIF’s, can help reduce the taxes on your estate and
protect its value for your heirs.

Gifts in Kind
Donations of tangible assets such as real estate, special
collections, cultural property, and works of art are
considered gifts in kind.
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FUND DEVELOPMENT

Charitable Trusts
Deferred giving arrangement under which you can
transfer property to a trust, naming a charitable
organization as the capital beneficiary. You retain the
right to the income from the trust either for life or a
specified term of years; and the charitable organization
will receive whatever remains in the trust after the
specified term.

How to Make a Planned Gift

Any gifts or bequests can be directed to a specific
purpose such as support services, education, advocacy
and/or research. Any gift may carry the name of
the donor, family member, or friend so the person
named may be acknowledged appropriately by the
organization.
Planned giving enables charitable organizations to
sustain core services, and grow in new and exciting
ways.

Any estate planning must be tailored to an individual’s
retirement needs and to the disposition of the donor’s
estate. This is a difficult but important discussion
to have with your loved ones. Advice from a lawyer,
accountant, or financial advisor is also essential to good
estate planning.

When you make a Planned Gift to Parkinson Alberta, you provide the resources
to build a legacy today. Your Planned Gift ensures continued support of many
programs and services including: speech therapy, dance classes, access to resources,
educational workshops, and information forums with specialists in the field; as well
as valuable contributions to research.
If you have any questions about Planned Giving, please contact us toll-free at 1-800-561-1911
or via email at info@parkinsonalberta.
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ASK THE EXPERTS

Ask the

Parkinson Alberta has gathered an exemplary team of
experts to answer your PD questions in a feature on our
website aptly named “Ask the Experts”. Our experts address
questions on everything from symptoms and treatments,
to medications and research, to alternative therapies.

Question: How can I alleviate dry mouth

stiffness. The best thing would be to discuss these
symptoms with your treating neurologist to see how
the medications can be adjusted to prevent wearing off.

experts
for my husband who has great difficulty with
swallowing? He has Parkinson disease.
Answer: Dry mouth is an unusual complaint to have
with PD, and typically drooling is much more common.
The most common cause of dry mouth is medication
related. For example medications used to treat
depression (such as amitryptaline), cognitive problems
(such as donepezil) or bladder urgency or frequency
(such as Detrol or Ditropan) can cause dry mouth.
The first step is to review the medications with your
physician, and substituting different meds without
this side effect if possible. If medication use has been
ruled out, another possibility is a condition called
Sjogrens syndrome which results in the salivary glands
producing less saliva. Finally, if swallowing is impacted,
assessment by a speech pathologist is important.

Question: I have recently developed issues
with 'freezing of speech'. It happens only when
I'm 'off' or right before and right after I take my
meds. At first it happened rarely, but now it
happens frequently. Sometimes it feels like a
reminder that it's almost time for another dose.
I am trying to learn about 'freezing of speech'
so that I can understand what is happening and also
to know if there is anything I can do to prevent it.
Answer: In individuals with PD, in the early stages,
the effect of levodopa (Sinemet and Prolopa) lasts for
many hours, and the medication needs to be taken
3-4 times a day. As the condition progresses, the
benefit from each dose of levodpoa may last for only
2-3 hours, and motor-symptoms return before the
next dose is due. This is called "wearing off". It may
affect gait, speech, or cause general slowness and
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Question: Most of the PWP that I associate
with take Sinemet (levodopa/carbidopa). I take
Prolopa (levodopa/Denserazide). I had originally
started with the Sinemet but very early on was
switched to Prolopa which has caused less
difficulties with nausea. I'm wondering about the
differences between the two drugs. Is one better
than the other? What other reasons would prompt
the use of one drug over the other?
Answer: Levodopa is the most effective treatment for
PD as it is made into dopamine in the brain, which is
the chemical that is decreased in PD. When taken by
mouth however, levodopa is converted into dopamine
in the body, before it gets to the brain. Dopamine
cannot get into the brain as it is blocked by the "bloodbrain" barrier. That is the reason that levodopa is always
given in combination with carbidopa, or benserazide,
both of which block the enzyme in the body that
converts levodopa to dopamine.
Most people do well on Sinemet, but in the case of
nausea (a common side effect of levodopa), a change
to Prolopa is recommended, as benserazide is a more
powerful enzyme blocker than carbidopa. The reason
neurologists tend to use Sinemet rather than Prolopa
is sometimes habit, and other times because it is a pill
that can be split into half for better titration (Prolopa is a
capsule, so different strengths need to be prescribed).

If you have a question you would like
to ask, visit us online at
parkinsonalberta.ca/ask-the-experts

CARE PLANNING

Parkinson Disease
Advanced Care Planning

P

arkinson Alberta is pleased to announce $50,000
in funding through the Government of Alberta’s
Community Initiatives Program (CIP). The grant
was approved to create and implement an all-inclusive
Parkinson Disease Advanced Care Planning program
with the objective of providing day-to-day and ongoing
hands-on education, resources, and support for people
with Parkinson disease (PWP) and families affected
by Parkinson disease, beginning with diagnosis and
continuing on throughout their entire journey.

»» What does Advanced Parkinson disease look
like – what can I/we expect
»» Managing future medical decisions
»» Information and assistance regarding
documents related to Advanced Care Planning
(including assistance filling out forms when
acceptable) ie: personal directives
»» Assisting with referrals related to Advanced Care
Planning

Over 100,000 Canadians live with Parkinson disease and
approximately 6,600 new cases of Parkinson disease are
diagnosed each year in Canada; based on an annual
incidence of 20 new cases per 100,000 people¹. With a 2013
population of roughly 4.1 million and growing, Alberta will
see approximately 800 new Parkinson disease diagnoses in
2014; a figure that does not take into consideration that the
prevalence of Parkinson disease increases with age.
The Parkinson Disease Advanced Care Planning
program will enable Parkinson Alberta Client Services
staff to expand on their current knowledge and deliver
comprehensive information and hands-on learning
opportunities to those clients and their families affected
by Parkinson disease in Alberta, as well as allied health
professionals and other movement disorder organizational
staff. The program will take a whole-person approach,
focusing on quality of life in addition to the disease itself.
In addition to the skills and tools staff already utilize;
»» one-on-one/family supportive counseling,
»» access to specialized resources,
»» therapeutic and social opportunities,
»»

educational opportunities (on topics such as
anxiety and depression, exercise and nutrition), and

»» family and care partner specific discussions and
learning opportunities,
staff will receive education and training with an
emphasis on Advanced Care Planning, including, but
not limited to:
»» Facilitate the sometimes difficult discussions
surrounding Advanced Care Planning including:
7
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From L-R Duane Schreiner, Fund Development Manager, Bruce
Strachan, Board Member, John Petryshen, CEO, and MLA Jason Luan

Parkinson Alberta will work in partnership with a variety
of allied health professionals, including the Movement
Disorders Programs at both the University of Alberta
and the University of Calgary, as well as leaders in
other fields (ie: legal, Office of the Public Guardian,
etc). This will ensure that best practices are followed,
the most up-to-date information is utilized, and that a
collaborative, more cohesive program is created.
Being able to provide PWPs, their families and care
partners direct access to support, information and
hands-on training will enable families to remain
together in their homes longer, thus easing some of
the burden on the healthcare system. The program
is designed to empower PWP, their families and care
partners to be more prepared for and feel supported
throughout their Parkinson’s journey. It is anticipated
that the program will commence in Winter 2014.
¹Neurological Health Charities Canada, www.mybrainmatters.ca/condition/
parkinson’s-disease

COVER STORY
Written by Malcolm Pritchard, partner
with Pritchard & Company LLP &
member of the Society of Trust &
Estate Practitioners

&

Adult guardianship
Trusteeship Act

Losing mental capacity to make decisions about health care and financial matters
has become a major concern as our population lives longer.

History
What happens when we lose the mental capacity to
make our own decision? Contrary to popular belief,
the power to make those decisions for you does not
automatically go to one’s spouse, significant other, or
children. In 1978 the Alberta Government passed the
Dependent Adult Act (DAA). This Act allowed the Court
to appoint someone (usually a family member) to be
the Guardian and Trustee for the person who could no
longer make their own decisions (Dependent Adult).
Protection for the Dependent Adult was carried out
through periodic Court reviews.
In 2005 the Alberta Government decided to carry out
a review of the DAA. Public meetings were held across
Alberta and information was also obtained from groups
working with Dependent Adults. The review process
resulted in the Adult Guardianship and Trustee Act
(AGTA) which replaces the DAA. The AGTA gives more
flexibility to families trying to help a family member
who has lost his or her mental capacity to make
decisions.

Adult Guardian
& Trustee Act (AGTA)
The AGTA is a major shift in assessing mental capacity.
Under the DAA, mental capacity was “either there or
not there”. The AGTA recognizes mental capacity as a
continuum with full mental capacity at one end and full
loss of capacity at the other end. In between the two
ends are all forms of diminished capacity which may be
temporary or permanent.
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Part One of the AGTA sets out the principals governing
the administration of the Act. The goal of the Act is
to promote independence and, to the greatest extent
possible, allow an adult to be assisted using the least
intrusive measures.

The AGTA provides for
the following:
1. Supported Decision Making (SDM) – in certain
situations, an adult with capacity may still benefit
from having another person help them make
decisions. As people get older, it can be harder
for them to understand professional or technical
information. Language can often be a barrier in
making decisions.
The AGTA allows a person who has the capacity
to make decisions to prepare a document called a
Supported Decision Making Authorization in which
they appoint someone (Supporter) to assist them in
making decisions. The Supporter is allowed access
to relevant personal information about the adult, to
speak on behalf of the adult, and to assist the adult
in making and communicating a decision. SDM only
applies to personal matters, including health care. It
does not apply to financial matters or property.

2. Co-Decision Making (CDM) – if:
»» an adult ‘s capacity is “significantly impaired”, and
»» the adult could make a decision with “guidance
and support”, and
»» the SDM is not adequate,
the Court may decide it is in the best interests of the
adult to have a Co-Decision Maker.
A CDM Order will be of use when the adult does
not need a full Guardianship Order. A capacity
assessment is required to show the adult, although
significantly impaired, would be able to make an
informed decision with the assistance of a suitable
Co-Decision Maker. The adult and the Co-Decision
Maker must both consent to the Order. The Order
will terminate upon the adult withdrawing their
consent. The CDM Order does not apply to financial
matters.

3. Guardianship – this applies when the adult
does not have the capacity to make a decision
on a personal matter. If the Court determines less
intrusive measures cannot be implemented and it is
in the best interests of the adult, the Guardianship
Order will be issued.

4. Trusteeship – if it is shown:
»» an adult does not have the capacity to make
decisions on their financial matters, and
»» less intrusive measures will not be adequate,
a Trusteeship Order can be obtained. The Order
will protect the adult by setting out accounting
requirements and the time period in which the
Order must be reviewed.

Avoiding the AGTA
The AGTA will give families and the Court more
flexibility in assisting those persons whose ability to
make decisions has diminished. However, the Court
process will continue to be an emotional exercise for
family members as they arrange for the necessary
capacity assessments, guardianship plans, and
trusteeship plans to be filed with the Court.
9
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It is very challenging to deal with a family member
who is losing or has lost his or her mental capacity.
To make it easier for family members and to avoid the
Court process, you should have an Enduring Power of
Attorney and Personal Directive as part of your estate
plan. Hopefully, you will never have to use these
documents. If they have to be used, they are worth
their weight in gold, as they will allow family members
to avoid the Court process.
These documents have been referred to in previous
articles in this column. Simply put, the Enduring
Power of Attorney allows you to choose someone
(Attorney) whom you would like to have assist you
in your financial affairs. You can appoint someone to
immediately act as your Attorney or you can arrange for
the Attorney to act only after it has been determined
you have lost mental capacity to look after your
financial affairs.
The Personal Directive allows you to choose someone
(Health Care Agent) to make decisions on your health
care if you become mentally incapable of making those
decisions. As long as an adult has mental capacity
to make decisions on his or her health care, it is not
possible to give this power to another person.

Conclusion
The AGTA will be a useful tool to assist families in
dealing with a family member who is losing or has
lost mental capacity. We can make it much easier for
families to deal with this situation by making sure an
Enduring Power of Attorney and Personal Directive are
included in your estate plan. If this is not the case, you
should contact your estate planning lawyer while you
still have the capacity to do so and give instructions on
these documents.

EVENTS + UPDATES

Events
+ updates
upcoming events
PA Medicine Hat Support Group
Annual Charity Garage Sale

23rd Annual Tuilp Golf Tournament

May 9 & 10, 2014 from 9:00am – 4:00pm

Calgary – Sirocco Golf Club
Registration in now open for this always popular event
– please see our ad in this issue or visit us online at
www.parkinsonalberta.ca/golf-tournaments

Medicine Hat – Kin Social Room
Another person’s junk is someone else’s treasure!

August 7, 2014

Casino Nights
May 15 & 16
Edmonton – Baccarat Casino

past events

September 14 & 15

Tremor Dog

Medicine Hat – Medicine Hat Lodge, Casino by Vanshaw

From across the province, a ‘hot diggity dog’ of thanks
to Ryan at Weenie Hotdogs & Macaroni in Medicine
Hat for hosting their first ever “Tremor Dog” fundraising
event for Parkinson Alberta. And to all the people who
patronized Weenie Hotdogs & Macaroni throughout
April THANK YOU for supporting the event. Ryan and
the community of Medicine Hat helped to make every
day better for Albertans affected by Parkinson disease.

Sip, Sample & Support
June 7, 2014
Calgary – Webster Gallery
We are pleased to introduce a brand new event for
Parkinson Alberta. The “Sip, Sample & Support” event is
being held at the Webster Gallery. This event will give
you the opportunity to show your support for Parkinson
Alberta and sample some amazing wine and food. In
addition to a silent auction, the “Sip, Sample & Support”
will also be hosting Pierre Lamielle from Top Chef
Canada. Tickets are available online and at PA Calgary
Office, 403-243-9901.

Perspectives
June 7, 2014
Edmonton – Avenue Theatre
We are pleased to host another unique event for
Parkinson Alberta. “Perspectives” is a variety night in
support of Parkinson Alberta will be held at the Avenue
Theatre. This event will highlight some amazing up and
coming talent from the Edmonton Arts Community.
Tickets will be available online and at PA Edmonton
Office, 780-425-6400.
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NEWS + UPDATES

NEWS
+ updates
»»

Medicine Hat, June 24 all members and their
families will meet in the Kin Social Room for their
annual fried chicken and potluck luncheon. Special
guest Natalie de Bruin will be talking on the
Ambulosono research program being conducted at
the University of Lethbridge. For more information
please call 403-526-5521.

»»

Please note – PA Medicine Hat Office will be
closed from July 7 - August 4 inclusive and will
re-open August 5th. During the time the office is
closed please call our toll-free number at 1-800561-1911 if you have any questions or concerns.

»»

»»

Are you or do you know someone under the
age of 50 who has PD? PA Edmonton Office
has created a new program to suit the needs of
younger persons with Parkinson’s. Join us the 4th
Wednesday of every month to have fun, socialize,
share your ideas and interests. Locations and
activities vary from month to month, please call
780-425-6400 for more information.

»»

PA Calgary Office is running a Speech
Enhancement Program from May 6 – June 10,
2014. Join this peer-led speech enhancement
program for people living with PD to practice
excercises and strategies, as well as offer group
interaction to help you: speak more clearly, maintain
volume of speech, and make speech more animated.
Seating is limited, so please call 403-243-9901 to
register or for more information.

»»

Annual General Meeting – May 23 reminder that
all members were mailed out their proxies, if you
have misplaced or have not received yours please
visit our website to download a replacement. If
you're choosing to vote by proxy, they must be
received by the PA Calgary office by May 16th.

»»

The Brooks Support group is currently piloting
a new format for support group meetings.
Without Walls is a support concept where in
place of meeting in person, the group meets by
teleconference calls once a month. For more
information on this new format and how to get
connected to the support group contact PA
Medicine Hat Office at 403-526-5521.

PA Edmonton Office is running an 8 week
Adaptive Yoga Program in Sherwood Park from
May 2 – June 20, 2014. This program is designed
for those affected by PD; please call 780-425-6400
for more information or to register.

Volunteers Needed
Perspectives
Edmonton – June 7
We are inviting you/your group to join us and
showcase your skills and talents on the main
stage. The event will take place at Avenue Theater
at 7pm. Each group will have time to set lights
and do a sound check as well as participate and
watch the dress rehearsal. Each Group will have
a maximum of 5 minutes per act. If you have
multiple acts/groups they will each be permitted
5 minutes each. Please call 780-425-6400 or email
kerlandson@parkinsonalberta.ca

Step N’ Stride
Parkinson Alberta Step n’ Stride walk is September
6/7 (depending on your walk site), and volunteers
are needed; if you can help please contact your
local PA Office or email info@parkinsonalberta.ca.
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Follow us at

@parkinsonalberta

PARKINSON ALBERTA
Step ’n Stride

G

oing for a walk on a sunny day can be more of
an effort than a delight if you suffer the mobility
symptoms of Parkinson disease (PD). This fall
Albertans will share the power of a step in support of
those facing the challenges of PD. We are pleased to once
again invite you to join our walk – Parkinson Step ‘n Stride
– on September 6 and 7 at sites across Alberta.
Parkinson Step 'n Stride 2014 will be held in six
locations across the province again this year (see next
page). Our walk is not only a great way to raise public
awareness, but also to bring together everyone affected
by Parkinson disease for a fun, social gathering. Step 'n
Stride is also our largest fundraising event of the year,
accounting for 55% of our yearly event revenues.
Our goal for this years' walk is to surpass the 2013 totals
of over a quarter of a million dollars across the province;
so we need as many of our members, family, friends,
and supporters to come out to join us and make this
year's Parkinson Step 'n Stride an even bigger and
better event!
Our 2013 Walks ran the gamut in the weather
department - from sunny blue skies to torrential
downpours - we would like to take this opportunity to
say THANK YOU to all the Walkers, pledgers, volunteers,
supporters and donors who show up and step up
to help us make a difference in the lives of Albertans
affected by PD. Parkinson Alberta would also like to take
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this opportunity to congratulate our Top Walker, Lorne
Behrens, and Top Team, Wild Hogs, who raised $6205
and $8970 respectively!
New for 2014 will be a run we are piloting at the
Edmonton location this year – participants will have
the option of running a 5K or 10K (for more information
please call 780-425-6400. Last but not least we are
running a contest from now until June 1 - everyone
who signs up (using their existing login information) or
registers (new users) online for the 2014 Parkinson Step
'n Stride will be entered to win a Parkinson Alberta prize
pack!
Thanks for sharing the power of a step with us! Visit
our website www.parkinsonalberta.ca for up-to-date
information.

STEP UP!
Online Registration is now open!
www.parkinsonalberta/step-n-stride

SHARE
THE POWER
OF A STEP

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6 & SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2014
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Calgary
Saturday, September 6
North Glenmore Park
Contact: Pam Aldred
403-243-9901
paldred@parkinsonalberta.ca

Lloydminster
Sunday, September 7
Location: Bud Miller Park
Contact: Barb Foxall
780-425-6400
bfoxall@parkinsonalberta.ca

Grande Prairie
Saturday, September 6
Muskoseepi Park Pavilion
Contact: Gennevieve Vaillancourt
780-882-6640
gvaillancourt@parkinsonalberta.ca

Lethbridge
Saturday, September 6
Indian Battle Park (Elk's
Compound)
Contact: Brian Treadwell
403-317-7710
btreadwell@parkinsonalberta.ca

Edmonton
Saturday, September 6
Rundle Park (ACT Centre)
Contact: Kayla Erlandson
780-425-6400
kerlandson@parkinsonalberta.ca

Red Deer
Saturday, September 6
Golden Circle - 4620 - 47A
Avenue
Contact: Marilynne Herron
403-346-4463
mherron@parkinsonalberta.ca

Cochrane
Sunday, September 7
Cochrane Ranche Parking Lot
Contact: Pam Aldred
403-243-9901
paldred@parkinsonalberta.ca

Medicine Hat
Sunday, September 7
Police Point Interpretive Centre
Contact: Beth Metcalf
403-526-5521
bmetcalf@parkinsonalberta.ca

Parkinson Alberta www.parkinsonalberta.ca

GETTING TO KNOW:
Duane Climenhaga

I

was brought up on a farm near Delisle,
Saskatchewan. My first school was a one room
eight grade school, which was very interesting as we
could listen to the classes ahead of us if we were bored
with our own work. The largest school I ever attended
had two grades in one room and all of two teachers for
the classes given. Being raised on a farm gave us some
semblance of independence and a desire to become a
farmer. Our father did not want this for either me or my
brother as circumstances were such that he had been
unable to further his education past the eighth grade.
I did, however, farm and stay out of school for two
years after graduating from Grade 12. Father’s wishes
ultimately prevailed and I enrolled in the College of
Engineering at the University of Saskatchewan where I
completed my Degree in Agricultural Engineering.
I was married in 1962 prior to going back to school and
our first daughter arrived on the day of my third year
final exam in Applied Mechanics. Subsequently two
more daughters and a son came on the scene the next
seven years.
After leaving the ‘’’Hallowed” halls of learning at
the good old U of S I joined the Conservation and
Development Branch in Saskatchewan Agriculture
with my first place of work being Swift Current. Six
months later in October ’66 we moved to Outlook to
become involved in the South Saskatchewan River
Irrigation Project as Land Development Engineer. In
1974 I was named Manager SSRID #1 and then in 1975
moved to Regina as Supervisor of Irrigation Projects on
a province wide basis. In 1976 I was named “Assistant
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to the Director” for the branch. Later that year I took a
leave of absence and went to Kenya, along with wife
and four children, on a CIDA project where I worked
as an Administrative Engineer in the Ministry of Water
Development for the Government of Kenya. Upon
returning to Canada in 1978 the promised “equivalent
level” job was not forthcoming in Agriculture so I
worked on a temporary basis for a short time and then
accepted a lower level position termed “Head, Irrigation
Section”. I left the Government in 1980 and joined
Keith Consulting Engineering in Lethbridge as a Senior
Irrigation Engineer. I left Keith in November of ’81 and
joined Associated Engineering as Project Coordinator.
During my time with Associated I was involved with
a CIDA appraisal mission to Egypt in 1984 where a
proposed project was reviewed and parameters for a
major development initiative established.

MY STORY

I left Associated in June ’87 and joined the LNID as
District Engineer. This job lasted until I joined WER
Engineering Ltd in June ’90 to go to Tanzania for the
Kimani Irrigation Project. Subsequent to this I was
reacquired by Associated Engineering to be Team
Leader on project in Ethiopia in 1992 and when this
work was completed I joined Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants as Team Leader for a project study in
Vietnam. This was a short term project in 1994. Upon
return from Vietnam I became Director of Municipal
Services with the County of Lethbridge where I stayed
for eleven years until my retirement in 2006.
I have kept my hand in the workforce since then doing
some reservoir By-law enforcement work on a part time
basis for three years with SMRID and presently continue
to work on a part time basis as a Project Manager for
Blue Sky Spectroscopy Inc. here in Lethbridge.
Enough of the work related and onto some more
personal items; Raelene, my wife during University years
and I were divorced in 1982. We had four children:
three daughters and a son. They have 12 children
between them. Raelene passed away in July 1990.
I was remarried to Sandy in ’84 who passed away
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August 30, 1987. Sandy had one daughter who now has
2 children.
Dora and I were married October 1, 1988. Dora has 2
boys and there is 1 child.
When all is said and done regarding family situation it
adds up to: 1 wife, 4 children, 3 stepchildren, 3 sonsin-law, 1 daughter-in-law, 2 significant others and 15
grand children (Aged 3 – 27) for a total of 30.
I didn’t say much about my recreational activities;
suffice it to say I was an ardent hockey and fastball
player in my early years replaced with golf and curling
later and now somewhat of a spectator with grand
kids playing baseball, figure skating, dancing and other
activities as they come along.
Well there it is out in the open for all to see, hope it
wasn’t too boring and look forward to seeing you at the
Parkinson’s support group meeting.
Mr. Climenhaga is involved with PA Lethbridge Office,
we thank him for sharing his story with us. If you would
like to share your story, please email communications@
parkinsonalberta.ca or talk to your Regional Client
Services Coordinator.

HOPE CONFERENCE
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Countdown to Hope

W

ith less than a month before the 6th
Annual Hope Conference for Parkinson’s
takes place in Edmonton (May 23 & 24)
there is still an opportunity to join us as we bring you
face-to-face with leading medical experts, connect
you to others affected by PD, and leave you feeling
hopeful and energized.
If you’ve attended one of our conferences before,
join us again to learn more about advances in
treatments, discover new strategies for living well
with Parkinson disease, and connect with friends old
and new. If you’ve never attended Hope Conference,

you won’t want to miss this informative and
inspirational event!
All too often, we overlook the importance of being
in a live face-to-face setting with others from the
Parkinson community. A chance to not only socialize,
but to gather new insights and information, ask
questions, and share our struggles and triumphs
with others who truly understand what it means to
be affected by Parkinson disease. The 6th Annual
Hope Conference for Parkinson’s offers just that
opportunity.

UPDATED BREAKOUT SESSIONS
1. NEW Sleep & PD
An introduction to Sleep and Parkinson’s: research
tested, non-drug strategies to improve sleep.
Presenter: Dr. Cary A Brown

4. Moving On
Physiotherapists will share their expertise and
demonstrate ways to keep you moving with confidence.
Presenter: Cari Cooke & Susan Loewen

2. NEW The Evolution of Hope in PD
Finding hope and meaning in the Advanced stages of
Parkinson disease.
Presenter: Dr. Janis Miyasaki

5. Care Partner Care & Concerns:
Learn valuable tools to use in your everyday life to help
manage the stresses that can occur as a family care
partner.
Presenter: Shawn Turcotte

3. Deep Brain Stimulation:
Learn about Deep Brain Stimulation from a Surgical
Nurse Clinician in this informative session.
Presenter: Karen Hunka
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6. Voice & Speech Therapy for PD
Join us for an interactive session that will teach
techniques to keep your voice alive.
Presenter: Dr. Merrill Tanner

LAST LOOK

2014

HOPE CONFERENCE ITINERARY

Friday, May 23
12:00 – 2:00 pm – Annual General Meeting Registration
12:00 – 3:00 pm – Hope Conference Registration
2:00 – 3:30 pm – Annual General Meeting
3:30 – 4:30 pm – NEW Event Plenary Speake: Dr. Richard Camicioli
4:30 – 5:00 pm – Break/Hotel Check-In Opportunity
5:00 – 5:15 pm – Doors to Banquet Room open/cocktails
5:15 – 6:45 pm – Dinner
6:45 – 7:15 pm – Program & Awards presentation
7:15 – 8:15 pm – Keynote Speaker: Dr. Lisa Shulman
8:15 – 9:00 pm – Social

Saturday, May 24
8:00 – 9:30 am – Hope Conference Registration
8:30 – 9:00 am – Coffee & muffins
9:00 – 10:00 am – Featured Speaker: Ben Petrick
10:00 – 10:15 am – Break
10:15 – 11:30 am – Expert Panel
11:30 – 11:45 am – Break/Hotel Check-Out Opportunity
11:45 – 12:45 pm – Lunch
12:45 – 1:15 pm – Demonstrations
1:15 – 1:30 pm – Break
1:30 – 2:30 pm – Breakout Session #1
2:30 – 2:45 pm – Break
2:45 – 3:45 pm – Breakout Session #2
3:45 – 4:15 pm – Closing Remarks
Registration form on reverse
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TOP 5
REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD
ATTEND:
1. Incredible Speakers, Session Leaders
and Expert Panel
This year we have an unprecedented thirteen
incredible health professionals and individuals
presenting at this year’s Hope Conference.
These extraordinary presenters fully understand
Parkinson disease and are committed to making
a difference in the lives of those affected by it.

2. Small Group Learning Sessions
In addition to receiving hands on, practical
tools and strategies that can be implemented
immediately in your day-to-day life; we keep
breakout sessions small to ensure all attendees
have an opportunity to interact with and ask
questions of the presenters.

3. Exceptional Value
Consider this; if you were to consult with these
same health professionals for advice it would
either a) take months of waiting to get an
appointment, or b) cost anywhere between
$100 - $200 per hour. At Hope Conference, you
will receive over 5 hours of speaker presentations
and the ability to ask questions all with no wait
times and it's a fraction of the cost.

4. Networking Opportunities
Parkinson’s can often be isolating; Hope
Conference provides an opportunity to learn and
socialize in a safe, friendly and fun atmosphere.
You can make invaluable connections at Hope
Conference. Oftentimes people can help each
other, gain new perspective and spark inspiration
when they get to know each other on a personal
level.

5. It’s not Just for People with Parkinson’s
Our speakers, presenters and expert panel
have something for everyone – care partners,
family members, students and health care
professionals. It is an opportunity for everyone
to gain valuable knowledge to take back to your
family, work places and communities.

LAST LOOK
HOPE CONFERENCE FOR PARKINSON'S

Be sure to register early as sessions fill up quickly

REGISTRATION FORM
REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Name (First and Last)
Address
City

Province

Phone Number

Email Address

Postal Code

DELEGATE INFORMATION
Delegate 1

Delegate 2

□ Person with PD
○ Newly Diagnosed
○ Young Onset
□ Caregiver
□ Healthcare Professional
□ Other

□ Person with PD
○ Newly Diagnosed
○ Young Onset
□ Caregiver
□ Healthcare Professional
□ Other

Dietary restrictions:

Dietary restrictions:

CHOOSE YOUR SESSIONS
Please indicate the numbers of your top two Session choices plus an alternate. Though every effort will be made to ensure
your top choices, Breakout Sessions are filled on a first come, first serve basis.
Please indicate THREE Session choices (by Session number - 1 thru 6):
Delegate 1 Name
Session Number

Session Number

Alternate Number

Session Number

Alternate Number

Delegate 2 Name
Session Number
CONFERENCE PRICING
Full Registration

□ Single (Member) – $155 (after April 30)
□ Couple (Member) – $259 (after April 30)

□ Single (Non-member) – $185 (after April 30)
□ Couple (Non-member) – $289 (after April 30)

Friday, May 23 Only (Including Dinner)

□ Single (Member) – $85 (after April 30)

□ Single (Non-member) – $115 (after April 30)

Saturday, May 24 Only (Including Lunch)

□ Single (Member) – $105 (after April 30)

□ Single (Non-member) – $135 (after April 30)

PAYMENT METHODS (or Register and Pay Online Starting February 14, 2014 at www.parkinsonalberta.ca)

□ By Cheque (Mail-in or drop off only; payable to Parkinson Alberta)
□ By Mastercard
□ By Visa
Name as appears on the card
Card Number

Expiry Date

□ I will attend the AGM
MAIL OR FAX YOUR REGISTRATION FORM:
Parkinson Alberta Calgary Office
102, 5636 Burbank Cres SE
Calgary, AB T2H 1Z6
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□ By Amex

AT A GLANCE

Support Groups
Please note that support groups run from September through June unless otherwise indicated.
CALGARY REGION

Tanya Good/Kate Tuff 403-243-9901

AIRDRIE
10:00 am – 11:30 am

Cam Clark Ford – 1001 Highland Park Blvd

1st Monday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

1st Thursday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

2nd Monday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

McDougall United Church – 8516 Athabasca St SE

4th Monday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

McDougall United Church – 8516 Athabasca St SE

4th Monday of the month
Young Onset

7:00 pm – 8:30 pm

Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

10:00 am – 11:30 am

St. Andrew’s United Church – 128 – 1st St E

10:00 am – 11:30 am

St. Cecilia’s Catholic Church – 2308 – 19th St

3rd Monday of the month
CALGARY

COCHRANE
2nd Thursday of the month
NANTON
4th Thursday of the month
EDMONTON REGION

Maica Martinez/Susana Vela 780-425-6400

EDMONTON
1st Wednesday of the month

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Rutherford Heights – 949 Rutherford Rd

3rd Wednesday of the month
Young Onset

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

PA Edmonton Office – 102, 11748 Kingsway

3rd Thursday of the month

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

St. Joseph’s Hospital – 10701 – 29th Ave

4th Thursday of the month
Young Onset (under 50 years)

6:30 pm– 8:30 pm

Locations vary – Please call PA Edmonton Office

1st Thursday of the month

6:30 pm– 8:30 pm

Country Hall – 2001 Sherwood Dr

2nd Tuesday of the month

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Bethel Lutheran Church – 298 Bethel Dr

6:30 pm– 8:30 pm

Family and Community Services – 105, 505 Queen St

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

St. Albert Seniors Centre – 7 Tache St

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Room 140, Provincial Bldg – 2, 10003 – 100th St

SHERWOOD PARK

SPRUCE GROVE
4th Thursday of the month
ST. ALBERT
3rd Tuesday of the month
WESTLOCK
Last Monday of the month

! Insider’s Tip: Cut this page out to use as a quick & easy guide to support groups.
Parkinson Alberta www.parkinsonalberta.ca

AT A GLANCE
GRANDE PRAIRIE REGION

Gennevieve Vaillancourt 780-882-3262

GRANDE PRAIRIE
2nd Tuesday of the month

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Wildrose Manor – 9358 – 70th Ave

3rd Monday of the month
Care partners

12:30 pm – 2:30 pm

PA Grande Prairie Office – 103, 10901 – 100th St

LETHBRIDGE REGION

Brian Treadwell 403-317-7710

LETHBRIDGE
3rd Thursday of the month

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm

Lethbridge Senior Citizens Org. – 500 – 11th St S

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm

Prairie Ridge Centre – 328 Broadway S

RAYMOND
3rd Wednesday of the month
LLOYDMINSTER REGION

Barb Foxall 780-425-6400

COLD LAKE
3rd Thursday of the month

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

Cold Lake Regional Health Centre – 314 – 25th St

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

Lakeland College – 2602 – 59 Ave

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Provincial Building – 810 – 14th Ave

LLOYDMINSTER
3rd Tuesday of the month
WAINWRIGHT
3rd Tuesday of the month
MEDICINE HAT REGION

Beth Metcalf 403-526-5521

BROOKS
Please call PA Medicine Hat Office for more info
MEDICINE HAT
2nd Tuesday of the month
Care partners

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Locations cary – please call PA Medicine Hat Office

2nd Wednesday of the month
Men with PD

12:30 pm – 3:00 pm

Moose Lodge – 100, 2800 – 13 Ave SE

4th Tuesday of the month

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Kinplex Social Room – 2055 – 21st Ave SE

RED DEER REGION

Marilynne Herron 403-346-4463

LACOMBE
4th Wednesday of the month

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Wolf Creek Community Church – 4110 Hwy 12

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Sunrise Village – 5600 Sunrise Cres

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Davenport Church of Christ – 68 Donlevy St

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Community Drop In Centre – 160 Third Ave S

OLDS
2nd Wednesday of the month
RED DEER
3rd Wednesday of the month
THREE HILLS
June 3rd

Parkinson Alberta would like to thank the following sponsors for their commitment to ensuring that Albertans
affected by Parkinson disease receive the quality and level of support and service necessary to live better with PD.
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RD

23

ANNUAL TULIP GOLF TOURNAMENT
4-person Texas Scramble

SAVE THE DATE
Thursday, August 7, 2014
Calgary – Sirocco Golf Club

ONLINE REGISTRATION BEGINS MAY 15 − WWW.PARKINSONALBERTA.CA/GOLF-TOURAMENTS
THE STEP 'N STRIDE MILLION DOLLAR SHOTS RETURN WITH THE CHANCE FOR TWO OF OUR GOLFERS TO WIN $1,000,000!!

We can help.
All you have to do is
start the conversation.

Would you like to see your company
ad in the Parkinson Pulse?
Advertising rates and opportunities
are available.
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Don’t live alone with
Parkinson Disease.

6th Annual
for Parkinson’s

Choosing Hope

Register now! | May 23 & 24, 2014
Edmonton, AB

Delta South Hotel & Conference Centre

Keynote Speaker:
Dr. Lisa M. Shulman
Motivational Speaker:
Ben Petrick

//Annual General Meeting | Friday, May 23, 2014
Register online, by email or phone:
parkinsonalberta.ca | info@parkinsonalberta.ca | 1-800-561-1911
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Watch for more details at parkinsonalberta.ca, facebook & twitter
Parkinson Alberta www.parkinsonalberta.ca

